Road Kerbing
Products
**FIRTH KERBING RANGE**

**EURO KERB**

Firth Euro Kerbs are Firth’s most popular domestic kerb, creating an attractive edge in colours to complement your paving. These interlocking kerbs are 150mm high. Euro Kerbs have been designed to complement the Firth paving range.

Suitable for: Kerbs, Edging

Units per lineal metre: 2.4 units

Quantity per pallet: 155

Colours: [NATURAL, BLACK SANDS]

**ROAD KERB**

Firth Road Kerbs are designed to create the kerb on road network pavements. They can also be used to form the perimeter to car-parks and access ways. Firth Road Kerbs are laid in a concrete haunch with the V joint between units filled with mortar so they lock together.

Suitable for: Kerbs, Edging

Units per lineal metre: 2.14 units

Quantity per pallet: 76

Colour: [NATURAL]

**MOUNTABLE KERB**

Firth Mountable Kerbs are used to form road edging and are ideal to form the edges of traffic islands and crossings. Mountable Kerbs have a sloping face rather than an abrupt angle and this enables vehicles to drive over them easily. Laid in the same way as Firth Road Kerbs.

Suitable for: Kerbs, Edging

Units per lineal metre: 2.14 units

Quantity per pallet: 78

Colour: [NATURAL]

**RADIUS KERB**

Firth Radius Kerbs are used in conjunction with Firth Road Kerbs wherever a 90-degree angle is required, for example, where driveway crossings are installed through the kerb line. Creates a 90-degree kerb angle.

Suitable for: Kerbs, Edging

Quantity per pallet: 68

Colour: [NATURAL]

FOR MORTARING THE KERBS, WE RECOMMEND USING DRICON TRADE MORAR
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